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to a high EROI of 93. There, it was argued that the enrichment is
done by nuclear power in Tricastin (France), but this happens
outside the analyzed plant, Forsmark, so it should be treated as an
(external) input. Then, the EROI lowers to 53. On the other hand, the
Melbourne analysis assumes a lifetime of only 40 years. This is
a typical licensing time but not the lifetime which is much longer,
see explanations above. Extending the physical lifetime to 60 years,
leads to an EROI of 80 which is in good agreement to the results in
Table 8.
8. Comparison with other results
There are not many EROI evaluations comparing fossil, nuclear
and “renewable energies, and almost all determine the EMROI,
mistakenly calling it “EROI”. For comparison reasons, Fig. 2 shows
the results for the weighted economical calculation, i.e. the EMROIs
for all techniques determined in this paper with a weighting factor
of 3 (see Sec. 2.5) and a threshold of 16 (see Sec. 6). The corresponding EROIs are presented in the Conclusion, Fig. 3.
A book by Hall, Cleveland and Kaufmann from 1986 [20] presents one of the ﬁrst most extensive collections. However, the
mathematical procedure was not quite consistent, as the weighting
was applied for the input for all power plants while the output
energy was weighted only for fossil fuels and “renewable” energies
but not for nuclear energy. For nuclear energy, the power plant was
included in the energy demand but for fossil fuels not, just mining
costs and shipment. Additionally, the nuclear enrichment process
was based on the barely used but extremely energy-intense diffusion process. Furthermore, all EMROIs there are merely costbased top-down calculations which include all the human labor
costs. This moves the results further away from R and Rem towards
a pure cost ratio excluding the power plant and there is no relation
to the EROI anymore.
A widespread collection of numbers called “EROI” can be found
in blog entries assigned to Hall on the website “The Oil Drum”,
managed by the “Institute for the Study of Energy and Our Future”,
cumulated in a so-called “balloon graph” [46] which shows the
“EROI” (actually more the EMROI) versus the (U.S. domestic)

Fig. 2. EMROIs of all energy techniques with economic “threshold” based on the
current production cost ratio electricity/thermal energy of w ¼ 3. The weighting factor
w is expected to decrease with time, approaching 1 or even lower, which makes the
EMROI identical to the EROI as shown in Fig. 3. Biomass: Maize, 55 t/ha per year
harvested (wet). Wind: Location is Northern Schleswig Holstein (2000 full-load hours).
Coal: Transportation not included. Nuclear: Enrichment 83% centrifuge, 17% diffusion.
PV: Roof installation. Solar CSP: Grid connection to Europe not included.

Fig. 3. EROIs of all energy techniques with economic “threshold”. Biomass: Maize, 55 t/
ha per year harvested (wet). Wind: Location is Northern Schleswig Holstein (2000 fullload hours). Coal: Transportation not included. Nuclear: Enrichment 83% centrifuge,
17% diffusion. PV: Roof installation. Solar CSP: Grid connection to Europe not included.

primary energy contribution. They refer to Hall’s book for fossil
fuels and therefore suffer from the same ﬂaws. For fossil fuels the
process chain ends when the fuel is delivered to the power plant,
completely disregarding the power plant itself and therefore
reducing the energy demand remarkably. Again, the energy output
for fossil fuels as well as for “renewables” has been weighted by 2e
3, but for nuclear energy no weighting was applied, strongly disadvantaging the latter.
To give an example, Hall’s result for the EMROI for coal is pretty
large, around 65, contrary to the results here for coal (Sec. 7.6) of only
49. However, when only the mining is included, the EMROI climbs to
61 in fair agreement with Halls result, though it does not describes
neither the EROI, nor the EMROI anymore (see Sec. 7.6). For natural
gas, there are no reproducible data at all, just a statement that the
EROI should be 10:1. Another extreme example is hydro power
which is based in the blog on a publication by L. Gagnon [41], see Sec.
7.5. But there, numbers are just presented with no reference at all,
nor any literature, nor any calculation, nor any database. The numbers for “EROIs” are just stated, they are incredibly high (267), and
are cited by the blog author as probably not “quality corrected”
which would make them even “three times as high”, i.e. 800. Such
extreme values with no rationale of their origin can not be accepted.
In the recently published EROI evaluation by Raugei et al. [56] it
is mentioned that the EROI gives no information about the fossil
fuel range which justiﬁes “upgrading” the output to its primary
energy equivalent (in fact they provide both, the electrical EROI and
the “primary” EROI). It is not apparent how this possibly solves the
“scope of inventory” problem, if there is any. The scope of the
primary energy source must be higher than the respective plant’s
lifetime which is clearly fulﬁlled for all techniques, but it must be
analyzed separately and there is no way to include it in the EROI.
The electrical EROIs for photovoltaics presented by Raugei et al.
[56], however, are similar to the result presented here when taking
their 1700 full-load hours for photovoltaics into account. The
EMROIs from his numbers for coal, which are based on the Ecoinvent database 2011, can be calculated to an intervall of 39e77
which well covers the EMROI of 49 determined here. This agreement might be still a random coincidence as a wrong lifetime of 30
years was assumed there and the mining demands seem extremely
high compared with the power plant energy demands. The Ecoinvent database is not sufﬁciently transparent to clarify those details.

